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ANIMAL SHELTER SHARES TIPS ON ANIMAL BITE PREVENTION 

From nips to actual attacks, animal bites can be a serious problem.  The Jackson County Animal Shelter 

offers these tips on how to avoid animal bites as well as what to do if you or someone you love is bitten. 

Start by being calm and respecting an animal’s personal space.  Never approach an unfamiliar animal, 

especially one that is tied or confined in a barrier (like behind a fence) or in a car. Ask permission from 

the owner if you can pet their animal. Before you pet an animal, allow it to see you and sniff you first.  

Look for signs and symptoms of an uncomfortable animal by paying attention to its body language.  

Signs to look for may include a tensed body, stiff tail, raised hair, ears tilted back, or growling. 

If you are approached by an animal that may attack you, resist the impulse to scream and run away.  

Slowly back away from the animal avoiding direct eye contact with the dog until you are out of 

immediate danger.  If you are knocked down by the animal lay face down on the ground and protect 

your head and neck. Lock your hands together behind your neck and press your arms against the side of 

your head covering your ears. If you are bitten by an animal, follow these steps: 

 Get the animal’s owner’s information to include name, phone number, and other identifying 

information. 

 Have a description of biting animal. Collar, tags, ID, breed, colors, sex and any other distinct 

identifying features. 

 Clean the wound thoroughly with soap and warm water. 

 Contact your physician for additional care and advice.  Ask if you need a tetanus shot or other 

vaccinations. 

 Report the bite to Jackson County Animal Control by calling 828-586-6138 or 828-586-1911 

(after hours). 

Remember, even the cuddliest and sweetest animals can be provoked to bite and most people are 

bitten by animals that they own or know.  The best way to prevent animal bites is to educate yourself 

about bite prevention while practicing responsible animal ownership. 
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